


SUMMER PHOTOS�

Here are some memorable times.

JULY PICNIC…

QRP IN THE PARK…

WEST PARK PUBLIC SERVICE�  
  For many years West Park Radiops volunteers have
helped LCAC volunteers sort and deliver articles to
the needy. As an ARRL Special Service Club in past
years,  our  members  assisted  in  this  activity  three
times  every  year. The  LCAC  (Lakewood
Charitable  Assistance  Corp.)  November  Food
distrubution  should  occur  on  November  17.  In
general,  radio  net  activity  provide  virtual  public
service  practice  and  keeps  our  radios  in  tested
operation and weeds out problems.
  

RECENT NETS & TALK�
  Club nets have switched over to only using 147.36+
(107.2  PL)  at  8  p.m. local  on  Mondays.  Many
interesting discussions occur and often with no prior
planning. However, you must have a clear shot at the
repeater's  receiving  antenna  to  use  an  HT.  Please
consider  your  2m  antenna  systems  and  how  they
perform for the net.

FUTURE PROGRAMS...
  The  following  topics  are  on  the  new  list  for
programs:   openSPOT,  SharkRF,  Dxpeditions,
Propagation,   FT8  and  WSPR  modes,  Field  Day,
Operating Contests, All Scouts, Public Service.
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CYCLE 24...
  (graph from NOAA, but none of their text)
 To the right is a recent graph of solar Cycle 24 showing
how (as we know) the peak of the cycle was about 60%
of  Cycle  23.   The  activity  at  this  time  is  below  the
predicted level. The bottom of Cycle 23 was in 2009. For
a normal solar cycle of 11.5 years or  so, 2009+11.5 =
2020.5  is  about  where  Cycle  25 would start  (editor’s
calculations).  Perhaps  we  could  argue  that  late  2019
would be a better number. In any case the solar minimum
has some time to go and so we will  continue to suffer
along with poor propagation for a while yet. FT8 modes
can help pick up some DX, at the expense of interest in
CW and SSB DXing.

VOACAP ONLINE...

There’s a useful tool for figuring out the probability of
being able to work any certain DX country/station by
use of VOACAP ONLINE  found by using Google or
on DXSUMMIT.



CQ FT8CALL...
  (Thanks to Tom, N8FDY, for inspiring  a search for this
information.)

The new FT8 digital operating mode that works so well
for  low  signal-to-noise  ratio  QSO  gathering  is  being
improved sometime soon by the authors of the software.
It  will  include,  as  I  understand  it,  additional  ways  to
place information in the digital handshake, so that more
comments  can  be  passed  beyond  the  basic  S/N  ratio
handshake.

However,  already a  competitive  app for  FT8 operation
has come out  and is  in  use  on  the amateur  bands.  Its
name is FT8CALL.

<  http://qrznow.com/a-new-ft8-with-rag-chew-abilities-
ft8call/  >

[FT8CALL  is  NOT  directly  compatible  with  FT8  so
operating FT8CALL requires a frequency shift.]

“Operation

If you’ve used Fldigi or WSJT-X before, you’ll feel right
at  home  with  FT8Call.  The  premise  is  that  FT8Call
changes  the  encoding  structure  of  FT8  modulated
messages,  breaking  up  long  freetext  messages  into
multiple transmission frames / cycles.

Most operators testing the application can be found +/- 4-
8kHz from the standard FT8 frequencies. It is essential to
avoid  the  main  FT8  frequencies,  as  that  will  cause
confusion among WSJT-X operators.

Notice:

FT8Call  is  a  derivative  of  the  WSJT-X  application,
restructured  and  redesigned  for  keyboard-to-keyboard
message passing. It is not supported by nor endorsed by
the  WSJT-X  development  group.  While  the  WSJT-X
group  maintains  copyright  over  the  original  work  and
code, FT8Call is a derivative work licensed under and in
accordance with the terms of the GPLv3 license. Source
code can be found in this public repository: 

< https://bitbucket.org/widefido/wsjtx/ >   “

CENTERING FOR  RTTY�
So  you  want  to  work  the  DXpedition  VK9XT  on
RTTY during the CQ WW RTTY contest  and their
frequency is noted as 14081.5 kHz on the Cluster (DX
WATCH, DXSUMMIT, etc.)
  
However, you are a bit rusty with using RTTY having
not worked it for a couple years.  You turn on your
trusty  digital  readout  transceiver  and  dial  up  the
frequency  14081.5  kHz.   Then  you  turn  on  your
friendly RTTY software and your audio interface box
for  RTTY.  Next  you  notice  that  there  is  no  RTTY
signal  on  the  frequency  but  there  are  many  many
RTTY signals on the band as you tune around slightly.
Where’s  the  DX? You can’t  find  him!   Maybe  the
band  isn’t  working  for  VK9X?   So  you  fire  up  a
browser  and  check  VOACAP  ONLINE  and  that
display  says  you  should  hear  him.   (VOACAP
ONLINE  is  described  in  this  issue  on  page  2.)
Hmmm.  Maybe the real problem is not remembering
how to set  your dial  for  the offset  for RTTY, Well
exactly how much is that?

So here are the rules.  First, the transceiver is on 20m
and using USB (upper sideband) by default.  Per the
figure below the MARK frequency is the higher of the
frequency  pair  making  up  the  RTTY  signal.  The
SPACE frequency  is  separated  170 Hz lower.  With
some  software  you  can  stay  on  USB  because  the
software  will  correct  for  the  MARK  and  SPACE
frequency offset reversal automatically or by means of
some button you click in the decoder software.

But if you need to go to LSB (Lower Sideband), the
standard for RTTY still has the upper frequency of the
tones be the MARK.  Next, (via the figure below) you
can  use  the  following  VFO  shift  off  the  claimed
frequency  to  find  the  MARK  frequency.   In  other
words, go up 2.125  kHz for LSB or down 2.295 kHz
for USB.  GL  < https://www.eham.net/articles/7438 >
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UPCOMING DX FOR YOU...
    (Courtesy of the NG3K website)

Call,Start Date,End Date,DXCC Entity
T32AH,2018 Sep12,2018 Oct01,East Kiribati
3W9JK,2018 Sep15,2018 Sep27,Vietnam
JT,2018 Sep15,2018 Sep30,Mongolia
CT9,2018 Sep17,2018 Sep28,Madeira
8Q7IP,2018 Sep19,2018 Sep30,Maldives
SV5,2018 Sep20,2018 Oct10,Dodecanese
ZD9CW ,2018 Sep20,2018 Oct22,Tristan da Cunha
TO6OK,2018 Sep21,2018 Oct06,Mayotte
OJ0W,2018 Sep22,2018 Sep29,Market Reef
OD,2018 Sep23,2018 Sep27,Lebanon
HB0,2018 Sep23,2018 Sep28,Liechtenstein
H88X ,2018 Sep24,2018 Oct09,Panama
OX3LX ,2018 Sep25,2018 Oct02,Greenland
9H3GK ,2018 Sep25,2018 Oct02,Malta
9X0T,2018 Sep26,2018 Oct10,Rwanda
V6,2018 Sep27,2018 Oct01,Micronesia
5W0GC,2018 Sep28,2018 Oct14,Samoa
VK9XT,2018 Sep29,2018 Oct06,Christmas I
C21GJ,2018 Sep30,2018 Oct12,Nauru
ZA5V,2018 Oct01,2018 Oct12,Albania
KH8,2018 Oct02,2018 Oct29,American Samoa
XV9WJR,2018 Oct03,2018 Oct27,Vietnam
T88,2018 Oct04,2018 Oct09,Palau
E6Y,2018 Oct06,2018 Oct16,Niue
VK9,2018 Oct09,2018 Oct14,Norfolk I
VK9N,2018 Oct09,2018 Oct19,Norfolk I
TT8KO,2018 Oct09,2018 Oct21,Chad
FR,2018 Oct09,2018 Oct27,Reunion
JW,2018 Oct10,2018 Oct15,Svalbard
XV9RH,2018 Oct10,2018 Oct16,Vietnam
KG4,2018 Oct10,2018 Oct24,Guantanamo
V47JA,2018 Oct10,2018 Nov06,St Kitts & Nevis
XW1IC,2018 Oct12,2018 Oct16,Laos
P4,2018 Oct12,2018 Oct19,Aruba
XW4XR,2018 Oct12,2018 Oct22,Laos
YJ0GC,2018 Oct15,2018 Nov04,Vanuatu
VK9XG,2018 Oct15,2018 Oct30,Christmas I
EA9,2018 Oct16,2018 Oct22,Ceuta & Melilla
ZL7X,2018 Oct16,2018 Oct22,Chatham I
VK9XG,2018 Oct16,2018 Oct30,Christmas I
T88SM,2018 Oct17,2018 Oct24,Palau
4V7R,2018 Oct19,2018 Oct29,Haiti
TU5MH,2018 Oct20,2018 Oct29,Ivory Coast
PJ4,2018 Oct20,2018 Oct30,Bonaire
VP6D,2018 Oct20,2018 Nov03,Ducie I
XT2SZZ,2018 Oct22,2018 Oct30,Burkina Faso
5H3MB,2018 Oct24,2018 Nov28,Tanzania
JD1BNA,2018 Oct24,2018 Oct29,Ogasawara
Z23MD,2018 Oct26,2018 Nov06,Zimbabwe
5W,2018 Oct27,2018 Nov03,Samoa
FG,2018 Oct27,2018 Nov11,Guadeloupe
FH,2018 Oct29,2018 Nov06,Mayotte

VP9KF,2018 Oct31,2018 Nov14,Bermuda
VK9XQ,2018 Nov03,2018 Nov06,Christmas I
EL,2018 Nov05,2018 Nov09,Liberia
VK9CH,2018 Nov06,2018 Nov10,Cocos Keeling
JD1,2018 Nov15,2018 Nov30,Minami Torishima
8P9AE,2018 Nov06,2018 Nov20,Barbados
V47FWX,2018 Nov07,2018 Nov14,St Kitts & Nevis
VK9XQ,2018 Nov10,2018 Nov17,Christmas I
PJ7AA,2018 Nov17,2018 Dec08,Sint Maarten
V63PSK,2018 Nov19,2018 Nov25,Micronesia
VP2,2018 Nov19,2018 Nov28,Anguilla
YN,2018 Nov26,2018 Dec06,Nicaragua
FS,2018 Nov28,2018 Dec07,St Martin
VP2M,2018 Nov30,2018 Dec10,Montserrat
6V1A,2018 Dec07,2018 Dec09,Senegal
YJ0AFU,2018 Dec18,2019 Jan19,Vanuatu
ZF2PG,2019 Jan12,2019 Jan20,Cayman Is
XX9D,2019 Feb11,2019 Feb26,Macao
HD8M,2019 Feb27,2019 Mar06,Galapagos
7P8,2019 Mar01,2019 Mar10,Lesotho
E51HMK,2019 Mar14,2019 Mar22,South Cook Is
E6ET,2019 Mar19,2019 Apr02,Niue
FO,2019 Apr21,2019 May03,French Polynesia
J88PI,2019 May07,2019 May14,St Vincent
CY9C,2019 Aug01,2019 Aug31,St Paul
3D2,2019 Sep02,2019 Sep09,Fiji
5W,2019 Sep09,2019 Sep16,Samoa
A3,2019 Sep16,2019 Sep21,Tonga
3D2,2019 Sep23,2019 Sep27,Fiji
Answer: FALSE

CYCLE 25 IS NOT  STARTING...
                  (from the ARRL news pages)
 09/05/2018
The Royal Observatory of Belgium’s Solar-Terrestrial Centre
of  Excellence  (STCE)  has  asserted  that  the  reverse  polarity
sunspot  group  2720 observed  in  late  August  belongs to  the
current solar cycle — Cycle 24 — and does not represent the
start of Cycle 25.

“Because  of  its  reversed  polarity,  some  websites  claimed
sunspot  group 2720 was possibly one of the first  groups of
new solar Cycle 25,” the Centre said. “This is simply not true,
in view of its very low 8° latitude. The next solar Cycle 25
sunspot  group  should  have  both  reversed  magnetic  polarity
and  much  higher  heliographic  latitude,  typically  20°  to  40°
from the equator. Only two tiny, short-lived numbered sunspot
groups are currently assigned to new solar Cycle 25, sunspot
group 2620 in December 2016 and 2694 in January 2018.”

After  examining  magnetograms  of  the  sun’s  surface,  well-
known  Amateur  Radio  solar  observer  and  propagation
authority  Carl  Luetzelschwab,  K9LA,  agreed  AR2720  is
reversed in polarity from other sunspots in the northern solar
hemisphere. What confuses …, he said, is its low latitude, as a
Cycle 25 sunspot area should be at a much higher latitude.
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REMEMBER LINE- A?
   If you are a user of equipment capable of transmitting
in the 420-450 MHz band, do not forget about Line A.  In
Part 97, the definition of Line A, if you take the time to
research  it,  is  defined  as  anything  above  41  degrees
latitude around northeast Ohio, such that in the Cleveland
area you are north of Line A and in the western Akron
and Fairlawn area you can be south of it.  Basically, you
shall not transmit any RF energy between 420 MHz to
430 MHz. By the way, a sleeper is that between 449.75
MHz  and  450  MHz  you  shall  not  cause  interference
operation of any equipment in certain space services.

REAL TIME  IONOGRAM�
  Perhaps you would like to know in real time what the
ionosphere  is  doing  that  could  affect  your  signals.
Perhaps  you  would  like  to  know whether  your  NVIS
antenna is going to help you earn contacts right now.

   For the NVIS story see:
< 
http://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/cloud-warming-
in-style-or-what-is-nvis.627701/ >

    To see the real time ionograms for your  location,
right now, try:

< https://hamwaves.com/ionograms/en/index.html >

  You  won’t  see  much  of  use  in  this  document’s
resolution but  here  is  the  ionogram for  my QTH right
now:

NON- HAM  70 CM BAND USERS...
 
   The editor has become aware of non-ham equipment
users of portions of the 430 MHz band (subset of 420-
450 Mhz) which do not seem to be authorized as users
in  Part  97   (47 CFR  §97.303).   However,  in  email
consultation  with  the  ARRL,  it  seems  that  Part  15
allows  non-ham  use  of  this  band  as  long  as  the
transmitting  device  power  is  on  the  order  of
milliwatts. 

   So there’s more information on the FCC Web site
that describes other non-ham uses of portions of the
70cm band.  Here are some of the notes from the FCC
Web site.

<https://fccid.io/frequency-explorer.php?
lower=420&upper=450 >

420 MHz to 450 MHz
FCC ID Applications By Frequency. - MHz
ITU # 9 - UHF Ultra high frequency – TV broadcasts,
microwave  ovens,  mobile  phones,  wireless  LAN,
Bluetooth,  GPS,  and  Two-Way  Radios  (300-3000
MHz)

Lower Upper
420 450
Details
This band is used in the Amateur Radio Service,  the
Industrial/Business  Radio Service,  the  Public  Safety
Radio  Service  and  the  Radiolocation  Service.  This
band is  allocated for  both  Federal  and  Non-Federal
use.  Operation  of  unlicensed  Part  15  Devices  is
permitted between 420 and 450 MHz.

TRIVIA QUESTION�

Q.
Original  Morse  code  as  defined  by  Samuel  Morse
contained  letters,  numbers,  and  special  characters.
True  or  False?   The  answer  is  elsewhere  in  this
newsletter.
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PUBLISHED   BI-MONTHLY     BY    WEST   PARK   RADIOPS   AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB,  INC.   ----
A    NON-PROFIT   SCIENTIFIC   AND   EDUCATIONAL   CORPORATION,   FAIRVIEW PARK,  OHIO.

MEETINGS:  WEST  PARK RADIOPS  ARC meets  the  FIRST  and  THIRD  Friday evenings each month at
Cuyahoga Community College West Campus in the Public Safety Training Center, 11000 Pleasant Valley Dr. at 7:30 PM  sharp.

Dues  $15/yr.  We welcome anyone interested in amateur radio to our meetings.
We operate Monday night nets on 147.36 MHz at 8:00 p.m. local time.

http://www.westparkradiops.org

mailto:w8vm<at>arrl.net

W8VM


